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TIDS TRIAL CHAMBER of the International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons 

Responsible for Serious Violations of International Hmnanitarian Law Committed in the Territory 

of the fonner Yugoslavia since 1991 ("Tribunal'J is seised of the "Prosecution Motion to Admit 

Evidence in Rebuttal", filed by the Office of the Prosecutor ( .. Prosecution'') on 4 March 2014 

("Motion"), and hereby issues its decision thereon. 

I. Background and Submissions 

---------------------------- -----·- - -- - - -

-A. Prosecution Motion 

L In the Motion, the Prosecution seeks leave to present, pursuant to Rule 85(A)(iii) of the 

· Tribunal's Rules of Procedure and Evidence ("Rules"), the evidence of 14 witnesses in rebuttal.1 It 

argues that the proposed rebuttal evidence is relevant and probative to the issu.eB contained in the 

Third Amended Indictment ("Indictment") and directly responds to significant issues arising from 

the Accused's defence case which it could not have reasonably anticipated during its case.2 . 

Further, the Prosecution submits that the admission of the proposed evidence in rebuttal would 

serve the interests of justice by making '"important evidence on unanticipated Defence issues 

available to the Trial Chamber".3 · 

2. The Prosecution further argues that the Accused's failure to provide any ''useful notice" of 

the Defence case, both before and following the filing of his pre-trial brief,4 has made it particularly 

difficult to anticipate the nature of his cballenges.5 According to the Prosecution, these difficulties _ 

were acknowledged-by the Pre-trial Chamber when it held, in a ''Decision Regarding the Accused's 

Pre-Trial Brief' filed on 30 July 2009 ("Pre-Trial Brief Decision"), that any prejudice arising from 

the Accused's failure to comply with the Rules may be remedied at a later stage by viewing 

sympathetically ab. application by the Prosecution to introduce evidence it had not anticipated 

presenting, such as, by recalling witnesses. 6 The Prosecution also submits that it relied heavily on 

Motion, para. 1 (submitting that it seeks to tender the evidence of 11 witnesses purs1111nt to Rule 92 ter, one witness 
pursuant to Rule 92 quater, and two witnesses pursuant to either Rule 92 bis or Rule 92 quater). The Prosecmtion 
also submits 'that it reserves the right to file II further motion to admit e.vidcnce in rebuttal if atty of the cw:rently 
pending motions filed by the Accu&ed on bis proposed Rule 92 bis witnesses "raises unanticipated challenges" to 
its case. Motion, para, 2, fn. 2. 
Motion, para. 1. 
Motion, pm:a. 1. 

At a status confereJJce on 2 April 2009, tbe Accused stated thlil fo1lowing: "We can only agree perh11Ps on whether 
it was SUllllY on a particular day or rainy. Everything else 18 going to be challenged, starting with joint criminal 
enterprise and evecything that happened on the ground. Everything is controversial. Everything is going to be 
challenged and the Prosecution should be aware of that. We are going to challenge everythlng." See Status 
Conference, T. 180 (2 Ap,:il 2009). 
Moticn, para. 4. 
Motion, pant. 4. 
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adjudicated facts in order to establish ~ertain aspects of its case and that, in relation to many 

incidents, it avoided calling live witness in accordance with this Chamber's .instruction to avoid 

tendering evidence which merely supports the content of specific adjudicated facts. 7 Thus, 

according to the Prosecution, where the Accuse.d has brought adjudicated facts into question, 

.. fairness demands that the Prosecution be pennitted to adduce rebuttal evidence to support these 

facts. "8 

~--------l'-he--J!rgs~tiQn--notes--that-the-A.ccuse~s-a.pproach....to.-adjudicated-facts..has_ been.....chaotic__ 

and difficult to predict, and that this is attributable to his refusal to provide notice in accordance 

with the _Rules.9 In any event, relying on the "Decision on the Accused's Motion to Strike 

Scheduled Sarajevo Shelling and Sniping Incidents'' issued on 27 January 2012 ("Sarajevo 

Decision'.'), the Prosecution argues that rebuttal evidence should be admitted "even where the 

Defence has given notice of an intention to challenge particular adjudicated facts" as to hold 

otherwise would undemrine the purpose of Rule 94(B).10 In relation to specific adjudicated facts 

discussed in the Motion, the Prosecution does not accept that the Defence evidence challenging 

those facts is reliable or credible but still "tenders rebuttal evidence in case the Trial Chamber finds 

that the Defence bas successfully put any of the adjudicated facts at issues into question"Y 1he 

Prosecution submits that the presentation of the rebuttal evidence will be limited to five hours and 

30 minutes of direct examination, thus it would not unreasonably extend the length of trial or 

infringe on the rights of the Accused.12 

4. For the municipalities component of the case, the Prosecution seeks to tender the evidence 

of ten witnesses to rebut the Accused's challenges to adjudicated facts concerning events in five 

municipalities.13 It seeks to tender the evidence of Ron Raviv, pursuant to Rule 92 ter, to rebut the 

Accused's challenges to adjudicated facts concerning -the nature of the conflict in Bijeljina in April 

1992 and related to Scheduled Incident A.1.1 of the Indic1ment.14 In relation to Bratu.nae and 

Scheduled Incident A.3.1, the Prosecution seeks to tender the evidence of two witnesses pursuant to 

Rule 92 ter, Ramo Hod.zit and Saha Arifovic, to rebut the A~cused's challenges to adjudicated 

7 Motion, para. S. 
& Motion, para, 5. 
9 Motion, para. 6 .. 
10 Motion, para. 7, citing to pa.ta. 11 of the Sarajevo Decision. 
11 Motion, para. 8.' 
12 Motion, para. 9. 
13 Motion, para. 10. , 
14 Motion, para5. 11, 16. The Pi:osecution submits that the estimated time for iw examination in.chief will take 30 

minutes . 
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facts and the Defence evidence concerning the May 1992 attack on the village of Hranca.15 For 

Foca, the Prosecution seeks to tender the evidence of four witnesses in rebuttal to the Accused's 

challenges to adjudicated facts concerning the persecution of no_n.--Seros "during and after the 

takeover ofFofa" as alleged in the Indictment.16 These four witnesses, who were residents of Foca 

in 1992, are ¼I)Z060, Safet Avdic, Dzevad Lojo, and KDZ030.17 The Prosecution seeks to present 

the evidem?e of both KDZ060 and Avdic pursuant to Rule 92 bis or 92 quater, and the evidence of 

Lojo and KDZ030 pursuant to Rule 92 ter.18 In relation to Kljuc, the Prosecution requests to tender 

the evidence of Azim Med~oVit., an cy~~witness to the events, pursuant to Rule 92 ier, in relation - -·-· -

to Schedul~d Incident A.7.2.19 It also requests to be allowed to call another witness pursuant to 

Rule 92 ter in relation to Scheduled Incident B.10.1.20 With regard to Prijedor, the Prosecution 

seeks to tender the evidence of one witness, Safot Taci, pursuant to Rule 92 ter in relation to the 

alleged killing of civilians in Room 3 at the Keratenn camp as listed in Scheduled Incident B. 15. I 

of thi;; Indictment and beatings that allegedly occurred during .interrogations at the Keraterm 

camp.21 

5. For the Sarajevo component of the case, the Prosecution seeks to tender the evidence of two 

witnesses, Hamdija Cavcic, pursuant to Rule 92 quoter and Todd Cleaver, pursuant to Rule 92 ter, 

in relation to Scheduled Incidents G.5 as well as F.7, F.11, F.12, F.14, F.15, and F.16, 

respectively. 22 

6. Finally, in relation to the Srebrenica component of the case, the Prosecution seeks to tender 

the evidence of two witnesses pursuant to Rule 92 ter, namely KDZ065 and Muj o Subasic. 23 

7. The Prosecution's submissions in relation to each of the proposed rebuttal witnesses will be 

examined in further detail below.24 

15 Motion, paras. 17, 20, 24. The Prosecution submits that the estimated time for its examination in chief wiJI take 30 
minutes for each witness. 

16 Motion, para. 25, referring to paragraphs 48--60 of the Indictment and the related Scheduled Incidents. 
17 Motion, paras. 29-33, 

is Motion, paras. 30-33. The Prosecution submits tnat KDZ060 and Avdi6 have indicated an inability 1o testify due 
to smous health problems and it xnay seek to tendei: his evidence pursumt to Rule 92 quater depending on pending 
medical documenteti01+, Motion. fns. 40-41. 

19 Motion, paras. 39-40, 44. The Prosecution estimates that it will use 30 minutes on direct eitami:nation of this 
wi1ness. 

lll Motion, Confidential Appendix A, pa.rll!l. 81-82, 85. The Prosecution estimates that it will use 30 minutes on 
direct elimination of this witness. 

21 Molion, paras. 45, 50. The Prosecution estimates that it will use 30 minutes on direct examination of this witness. 
22 Motion, ,pans, 53, 58, 67. The Prosecution submits th~t Cavcic is deceased and it estimates that it will use 30 

minutes on direct examination of Cleaver. 
23 Motion, paras. 73-74. 
24 See paras. 22 et seq. infra, 
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B. Accused Response 

8. On 17 March 2014, the Accused filed the "Response to Motion for Rebuttal Evidence and 

90th Disclosure Violation Motion" (''Response"), stating that he does not, "in principle", oppose the 

Motion and agrees that it is appropriate for the Prosecution to offer evid~nce in rebuttal when be 

has contested adjudicated facts.Z5 He also submits that he reserves the right to oppose any and all 

evidence that is sought to be admitted in rebuttal by the Prosecution pursuant to Rule 92 bis or 

---- -----RYl-e-9-2-quate,e-and--will-address -thgsg. is.mes-w-hen-responding-to--indwidual motio11S- filed by the 

Prosooution.26 He also specifically reqoests 1hat the Ch~ber set a deadline for disclosure -under 

Rule 66(A)(ii) for the proposed rebuttal witnesses and that the rebuttal case not commence until 30 

days after this disclosure is complete.27 

C. Prosecution Request for Leave to Reply 

9. On 21 March 2014, the Prosecution filed the "Prosecution Request to Reply to Karadzic's 

Response to the Prosecution's Motion for Rebuttal Evidence" ("Request for Leave to Reply''), in 

which it seeks leave to reply to the Response and address the Accused's request therein that the 

rebuttal case not commence until 30 days after completion of Rule 66(A)(ii) disclosure relating to 

proposed rebuttal witnesses.28 

II. Applicable Law 

10. Rule 85(A)(iii) of the Rules provides for the presentation of rebuttal evidence. The 

jurisprudence of the Appeals Chamber establishes that "rebuttal evidence must relate to a 

significant issue arising directly out of Defence evidence which could not reasonably have been 

anticipated".29 Evidence which goes to a mattei;- that is a fundamental part of the case that the 

Prosecution was required to prove should be brought as part of ·the Prosecution case and not in 

rebuttal. 30 The Prosecution cannot call additional evidence merely because its case has been met by 

certain evidence to contradict it.31 Only highly probative evidence on a significant issue in 

15 Response, para. 1. 
i 6 Response, para.· 2. 
27 RespQ!Ule, pa:ra, 3. 
28 Request for Leave to Reply, para. 1. 
29 Prosecutor v. Delalic rd al., Case No. IT-96-21-A, Jtldgement, 20 February 2001 ("Celebici Appelll Judgement''), 

para. 273 (a:ffir.mcd by Prosecutor v. Naletilic and Mart/11ervlc, Case No. IT-98-34-A, Judgement, 3 May 2006 
("Natelic (Jlld Martinovic Appeal Judgement''), paras. 255,258; Prosecutorv. Kordic rmd Cerkez, Case No. IT-95-
14/2-A, Judgement, 17 December 2004, ("Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement"), paras. 22D-221. · 

3° Celebicf Appeal Judgemenl, para. 275, 
31 Naletillt and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, paras. 255, 25 8. 
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response to Defence evidence, and not merely reinforcing the Prosecution case, will be permitted 

on rebuttal. 32 Evidence on peripheral and background issues will be excluded. 33 

1 L The Appeals Chamber has held that by taking judicial notice of an adjudicated fact, a 

Chamber establishes a. well-founded presumption for the accuracy of this fact, which does not have 

to be proven again at trial. 34 Taking judicial notice does not shift the ulthnate burden of persuasion, 

which remains with 1he Prosecution. The Prosecution is only relieved of its initial burden to 

-prod.uee--ev-idenee on the p0int,-but---the---A1;1ausee.--rnay-thea--flut-th~mnt--i-Rto..question-by mtrnducing 

reliable and credible evidence to 1he contrary. 35 The fact that the Accused challenges the accuracy 

of one or several adjudicated facts does not, in and of itself, give the Prosecution a right to bring 

evidence in rebuttal 36 

m. Discussion 

A. Prosec..ition's General Argument 

12. As noted above, the Prosecution's general argument in support oftbe Motion is that it relied 

heavily on adjudicated facts in this case, partly due to the Chamber's instructions, and that it was 

difficult to anticipate the nature of the Accused's challenges as he failed to provide adequate notice 

of his defence in his pre-trial brief. Accordingly, the Prosecution argues that fairness now deminds 

that it be allowed to adduce evidence in rebuttal to support the challenged adjudicated facts. 37 1n 

making this argument, the Prosecution relies on the Pre-Trial Brief Decision where tbe Pre-trial 

3i Prosecutor v. Kordic arid Cerkez, Case No, IT-95-14/2-T, Oral Decision, T. 26647 (18 October 2000) ("Kordic 
and Cerkez 011ll Decision") (cited by Prosecutor v_ Staniiic and Zupljanin, Case No. IT-08-91-T, Decision 
Granting in Part the Prosecution's First and Second Motions to Present Evidence in Relrot:tal, confidential, 
15 December 2011 r'Staniiic and Zupljanin Decisionj, para. 31; Prosecutor v. Popovic et al., Case 
No. IT-05-88-T, Further Decision onProsecution's Motion to Admit Evidence in Rebuttal and to Reopen its Case, 
27 March 2009 ("Popovic Decision"), pars. 95; Prdsecutor v. Blagojevic and Jokif:, Case No. IT-02-60-T, 
Decision on Prosecution's Motion to Admit Evidence in Rebuttal and Incorporated Motion to Admit Evidence 
Under Rule 92 bis in its c.ase on Rebuttal and to Re-Open its Case for a Limiled ~ose, 13 September 2004 
("BTagojevic and Jokic Decision"), para. 6; Prosecutor v. Galic, Case No, IT-98-29-T, Decision on Rebuttal 
Evidence, 2 April 2003 ("Galic Decision''), para. 4; Prosecutor y_ Kntic, Case No. IT-98-33-T, Dl!lcision on the 
DefeMe Motions to Exclude Exhibits in Rebuttal l!Ild Motion for Continuance, 4 May 2001 ("Krstic Decision''), 
pailL 10). · 

3' Kordic and Cerkez Oral Decision. 
94 Proaecutor v. Milosevic, Case No. IT-02-54-AR73.5, Decision an the Prosecution's Interlocutory Appeal Against 

· the Trial Chamber's 10 April 2003 Decision on Prosecution Motion for Judicial Notice of Adjudicated Facts, 
2& October 2003, p. 4. · 

35 Proser:utor v. Kare.mera e1 al., Case No. ICTR-98-44-AR73(C), Decision on Prosecutur's Interlocutory Appeal of 
Decision on Judicial Notice, 16 June 2006, pam. 42. 

?>6' Prosecutor v. Lukic and Luki{:, Case No. IT-98-32/1-T, Decision on Rebuttal Wi1nesses, 25 March 2009 ("Lukic 
. and Lukic Decisioo"), p. 8. 

37 See para. 2 supra. 
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Chamber found that the Accused's brief did not list the specific matters in the Prosecution's brief 

with which he took issue. 38 The Pre-trial Chamber then stated as follows: 

Neveriheless, while there iu-e many benefits to be had from a pre-trial brief that is .in full 
compliance with Rule 65 fer (F), it is alBo noteworthy that the start of the Accused's tr.ial 
is imminent and that he must us~ his resources to fue full extent possible to prepare for it. 
Accordingly, in these particular circumstances, rafuer than ordering the Accused to 
subi;nit a revised pre-trial brief: fue Chamber considers that the appropriate remedy for 
the Prosecution is for the Chamber to acknowledge the potential for prejudice to it in the 
presentation of its case. As a resul~ if, during the trial, the Accused makes a specific 

------~c'""h-a=ll-enge to factualallegalioris in7he Prosecution's pre:ffifil orief,---Whiclr was not - --
heralded in hi& pre-trial brief and which could not have been reasonably·anticipated by 
the Prosecution, the Chamber may view sympathetically an application by the 
Prosecution to introduce evidence it had not anticipated presenting, for example, by 
recalling a witness. This is particularly so in relation to adjudicated facts of which 
judicial notice had been taken prior to the submission of the Accused's pre-trial brief. 39 

13. The extract reproduced above indicates that the Pros1/cutiou's application for additional 

e~dence and/or for recalling witnesses may be viewed sympathetically only if the Accused makes 

. a specific challenge that (i) was not heralded in ·b.is pre-trial brief and (ii) could not have been 

reasonably anticipated by the Prosecution. The Chamber notes that the approach taken at the time 

by the Pre-trial Chamber is consistent with the test for the admission of rebuttal evidence, namely 

that it must relate to a significant issue arising directly out of Defence evidence which could not 

reasonably have been anticipated by the Prosecution. 

14. The Chamber also recalls its "Decision on Accused's Motion· to Preclude Evidence or 

Withdraw Adjudicated Facts" issued on 31 March 2010 ("Adjudicated Facts Decision"), where it 

dealt with the Accused's request to prevent the very first Prosecution witness from testifying on the 

basis that some of the judicially-noticed adjudicated facts came from his evidence in a previous 

case. In denying that request, the Chamber 'first referred to the Pre-Trial Brief Decision and the 

- assurances outlined above, and then stated as follows: 

The Chamber further notes that it is open to the Acclllled to challenge any or all of the 
judicially-noticed facts in this case and, indeed, in light of the Accused's assertions 1hat 
he intends to refute all B;Spects of the Prosecution's case, and his refusal to identify 
particufar areas of the Prosecution's case with which be 1alces issue, it may reasonably be 
assumed that he will attempt to do so. In this context, the Chamber considers that 
precluding Ille Prosecution from bringing evidence that may overlap with adjudicated 
facts at this stage offue case may bring with it the possibility that the Prosecution would 
consider it necessary to file an application to present substantial amounts of evidence in 
rebuttal, following the hear.ing of the defence case. This would be directly contrary to 
fuc purpose of judicially-noticing adjudicated facts, leading as it would to a potentially 
considei;able extension in the length of the case. Thaefore, while the Chamber 
encourages the Prosecution to ensure that it avoids tendering ·or leading evidence that 

39 Pre-Trial Brief Decision, para. 4. 
3' Pre-Trial Brief Decision, para. 5. 
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merely supports the content of specific adjudicated facts, it is not convinced that wi1ness 
evidence should be precluded simply on the basis that it overlaps with one or more 
adjudicated facts. 40 

15. Accordingly, in acknowledging the difficulties faced by the Prosecution due to the 

-Accused's failµre to specify his challenges, the Chamber decided to allow1he Prosecution to bring 

evidence that overlapped to some extent with adjudicated facts judicially noticed .in this case. In 

doing so, the Chamber attempted to alleviate some of the prejudice suffered by the Prosecution 

----------<>st .... e_:m.nring~from . ..the.._-flaws ...in. . .ihe . .Accus.ed:s_pr~~trial.hri_d__ .Indeoo,_ tbrougb.9ut __ thLc~e, l;Q~ _ 

Prosecution availed itself of that opportunity as a large part of the crime base evidence it brought 

overlaps with its adjudicated facts.41 In addition, as also explicitly stated in. the Adjudicated Facts 

Decision, the Chamber took this decision in order to avoid a situation where the Prosecution would 

consider it necessary to present substantial amounts of evidence in rebuttal. 

16. The Prosecution argues that it followed the instructions of the Chamber in the Adjudicated 

Facts Decision and, therefore, in many cases avoided tendering evidence which merely supported 

the content of specific adjudicated facts.42 This strategy does not., in and of itself, mean that. the 

Prosecution is entitled to bring rebuttal. evidence whenever those specific adjudicated facts have 

been challenged 43 It remains for the Pro~ecution to demonstrate that the test for presenting 

evidence in i:ebuttal is met in relation to each specific witness proposed as part of its rebuttal case. 

17. While the Prosecution claims that the Accused's approach to adjudicated facts has been so 

chaotic that it could not anticipate some of the challenges that he ultimately raised, the Chamber 

notes that the Accused repeated on more than one occasion that he would be challenging every 

single adjudicated fact. 44 The Chamber itself warned the Prosecution before the start of the 

Prosecution's live evidence that it should assume tbaJ: the Accused would attempt to do as he 

promised.45 Thus, from the very beginning of this case, the Prosecution was on notice that the 

Accused's case would be substantial and would be based on extensive challenges to the 

ProsecutiOI1 evidence. That being the case, the Prosecution could and should have anticipated, at 

40 Adjudicated Facts Depision, pare. 17 [footnote omitted]. 
· ◄ I The Chamber also notes that in addition lo judicia1ly noticing over 2,000 adjudicated facts, the Chamber also 

admitted the evidence of 14S Prosecution witnesses pursuant to Rule 92 bis and 92 quater, and allocated to the 
Prosecution 300 hours fell: the presentation of its c.ase. During those 300 hollnl, the Prosecution presented the 
evidence of196wituesses. 

42 Stie Motion, para. 5. 
◄3 Cf. Lukic and Lukic Decision. p. 8, 
44 See e.g. Status Conference, T. 180 (2 April 2009); Re.!!ponse to First Prosecution Motion for Judicial Notice of 

Ac!judicated Facts, 30 March 2009, paras. 6-9; Response to Third Prosecution Motion for Judicial Notice of 
Adjudicated Facts and Motion for List of Witnesses to be Eliminated, 29 Miiy 2009, para. 2; Response to Second 
Pros=ilion Motion for Judicial Notice of Adjudicated Facts, 22 July 2009, para. 2. 

45 See para. 14 supra citing to Adjudicated Facts Decision, para. 17. 
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the very least., some of the more obvious challenges that could be made to its evidence, for 

example, challenges to the origin and/or direction of fire for shelling incidents and to the alleged 

civilian status of victims for killing incidents. 

18. The Prosecution goes further and claims that rebuttal evidence should be pennitted even 

where notice of challenges to specific adjudicated facts has been given, as otherwise the object and 

purpose of Rule 94(B) would be undermined 46 The Prosecution relies on the Sarajevo Decision 

----which-dealt-with-, inte~lia; the-Aeeused!s--req_usst--4mng--th~r-osecutk>n case.to strih outone of_ 

the alleged incidents from the Indictment on. the basis that the Prosecution relied entirely on 

adjudicated facts in relation thereto; in support, the Accused argued that the presumption created by 

those specific adjudicated facts would disappear once his case started and he began to elicit 

evidence relating to the incident.47 The Chamber denied the request, stating as follows: 

Finally, the Chamber considers that the Accused's argument regarding the effect of 
adjudicated facts with respect to incident G5 is misguided. As stated by the Appeals 
Chamber, the effect of adjudicated facts which are judjcially noticed imder Rule 94 (B) 
of the Rules is only to relieve the Prosecution of its initial burden to produce evidence on 
the point. The Accused may then put that point into question by introducing reliable and 
credible evidence to the contrary. If and when he does so, the Prosecution may still 
choose to present additional evidenc:e on ·the point during its rebuttal case. [ .. _] In 
addition, accepting the Accused's argument in relation to incident GS would effectively 
render Rule 94 (B) ineffectual as the Prosecution would never be able to rely on 
adjudicated facts if rt had notice that the defence would challenge them. Accordingly, 
the Chamber does not consider that this particu1ar incident should be removed from the 
Indictment on the basis that fue Prosecution is, at fujs point, relying solely on adjudicated 
fac1s in relation fuereto.48 

19_ The Chamber notes that nothing in the quotation above suggests that a rebuttal request 

would be granted as a matter of course, even when the Prosec-ut:ion is on notice as to the specific 

challenge to an adjudicated fact In addition, the Chamber's comment .about the purpose of 

Rule 94(B) being rendered ineffectual was made in the context of the Accused's argument that the 

Chamber should strike out incident G5 from the Indictment because it was supported solely by 

adjudicated facts which he was about to challenge later in time. The Chamber considered that 

removing incidents from an irulictment on the basis of a smiple notice that adjudicated facts related 

thereto would be cballenged while no evidence supporting that challenge had yet been brought, 

would render Rule 94(B) ineffectual. This does not mean, ho:wever, that Rule 94(B) would also be 

rendered ineffectual if the Prosecution was not allowed to lead evidence in rebuttal to support a 

number of its adjudicated fa.ct.s. Regardless of whether or not rebuttal evidence is led, it remains 

for the Chamber, during its deliberations on the entire trial record, to weigh the adjudicated facts at 

46 Motion, pllill. 7. 
47 Sarajevo Decision, para. 2:• 
◄• Sarajevo Decision, pllI'IL 11 [footnote omitted]. 
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issue against the reliability and credibility of the challenging evidence presented by the opposing 

side. 

20. Finally, the Prosecution generally submits that it offers 1he proposed rebuttal ~vidence "in 

case_ 1he Trial Chamber finds that the Defence has successfully put any of the adjudicated facts at 

issue into question".49 However, bolstering the Prosecution case, be. it through supplementing 

adjudicated facts or t~inforcing live evidence, is not a valid reason for allowing presentation of 

--------r-ebuttal-evidence . .so -·+he-sele-query-is· whetb.eF-a s-igaiifoaat-i-ssu!Hll'ose out -of Defence -evidence

that could not reasonably have been anticipated by the Prosecution. 

21. In light of the discussion above, the Chamber will consider the Motion with respect to each 

proposed witness separately by looking at the circumstances surrounding each witness and in 

particular (i) whether the proposed rebuttal evidence is a significant issue that arose out of the 

Defence evidence and (ii) whether the Prosecution had notice of the Accused's challenges in 

relation· the_reto and. in the negative, whether it could have nevertheless reasonably anticipated 

those challenges. 

B. Municipalities Witnesses 

(1) Bijeljina: Scheduled Incident A 1.1 of fue Indictment 

22. In the Motion, the Prosecution submits that in order to support its allegatiom in relation to 

Scheduled Incident A.1.1, the alleged killing of at least 48 civilians by Bosnian Serb forces during 

the takeover of Bijeljina, i~ relied almost entirely on adjudicated facts_51 It argues that it could not 

have reasonably foreseen -that the Accused would challenge these adjudicated facts because he 

.initially only challenged them on "procedural grounds" -and not on their accuracy.52 The 

Prosecution subtnits that during the Defence case, the Accused called witnesses who testified that 

the armed conflict in Bijeljina was started by 1he Bosnian Muslims, the conflict broke out 

spontaneously, and the victims were mainly "battle casualties" rather than victims of deliberate 

killings.53 The Prosecution submits that the Defence evidence goes beyond the adjudicated facts 

about the alleged killings in Bijeljina and impacts the Prosecution case about the nature and 

organisation of the attack on non-Serb civilians in Bijeljina.54 In rebuttal, the Prosecution seeks to 

49 Motion, para. 7. 
5!I See para. 10 supra. 
5t Motion,, para. 12. 
52 Motion, para. 13. 
5a Motion, patll. 13. 
-"' Motion, par:t1. 14. 
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tender the evidence of Raviv, a photojournalist who was present in Bijeljina in early April 1992 

and accompanied Arkan's men when they allegedly killed four Bosnian Muslim civilians; Haviv 

was able to photograph three of the alleged killings and he witnessed the mistreatment of another 

Bosnian Muslim man.5~ 

23. The Chamber notes that in order to support it<i allegations in relation to Scheduled I+i.cident 

A.Ll, the Prosecution relied on Adjudicated Facts 2243 to 2246: The Prosecution also led the 

- - - --ev-id<m~ of. Rule-92 fer and Rule-92 bis-witn.essgs--wito---testitied-about-killings. in.Bijeljina during . _ 

and aft~r the takeover and also about the situation in Bijeljina leading up to the alleged takeover. 56 

24. During the Defence phase of the case, the Accused challenged a number of the Adjudicated 

Facts on which the Prosecution relied for the purpose of supporting im allegations regarding this 

mmricipality. Specifically, the Accused adduced evidence in his Defence case with respect to 

Scheduled Incident Al.I to suggest that most of the casualties in Bijeljina occurred during the 

course of fierce fighting between Bosnian Serb and Bosnian Muslim forces, who wore civilian 

clothes and put up armed resistance and that these clashes were largely initiated by Bosnian 

Muslims.57 According to the Prosecution, Haviv, who is proposed in rebuttal, could testify about 

· the execution and mistreatment of Bosnian Muslim civilians by Arkan's men. 58 

25. The Chamber finds that the challenges with respect to the status of the pUiported victims of 

-Scheduled Incident A.1.1, as well as the nature of the conflict and alleged takeover ofBijeljina are 

significant issues which have arisen directly out of Defence evidence presented on this issue. 

However, while the Chamber notes that none of the above challenges by the Accused were 

heralded in his pre-trial brief, it considers that, given their nature, they could reasonably have been 

anticipated by the Prosecution. The Prosecution could have reasonably anticipated that the 

Accused would challenge the circumstances in which the takeover of Bijeljina is alleged to have 

occurred and that he would challenge the status of the individuals who were allegedly killed during 

the t.akeover of the town as well as the circumstances in which they were killed. 

55 Motion, para. 15. 
5li KDZ023, P65 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. S. Mila.vevic), T. 26123-26124; P2919 (Witness statement of 

KDZ023 dated 29 September 1996), p. 5; P4850 (Witness statement of Amor Ma~ovii!. dated 23 March 2012), 
para. Ill!; AmorMasovic, T. 27218-27219 (10 April 2012). , 

57 D3140 (Witness statem.entof.Zivan Filipovic dated 18 March20131 para. 22. See also D3089 (Witness statement 
of Milivoje Kicanovic dated 3 March 2013), para. 24 (claiming that there were 42 victims end that this number 
included seven Bosnian Serbs and that the Bomian Muslims who had previ<JUBly shot at him were not in uniform); 
D3133 (Witness statement of Cvijetin Simic dated 16 March 20B), para. 39; Cvijetin Simic, T. 35633 
(19 March 2013) (stating that the armed Bosnian MllSl.ims who guarded barricades were not in uniforms). See also 
D3142 (Criminal report aguinst Hasen Tirl.6), pp. 51-52 (listing 31 people who were killed 11t the barricade near the 
hospital while they were putting up armed resistance;); D1463 (Bijeljina Dilllrict C=cil letter to Cyrus Vance and 
Radovm Kera~ic, 16 April 1992). 

~8 Motion, paras. 11-16. 
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26. Accordingly, the Chamber will not allow the Prosecution to present 1he evidence of Ron 

Raviv in order to rebut the challenges which arose out of Defence evidence with respect to events 

in Bijeljina. 

(2) Bratunac: Scheduled Incident A3.1 of the Indictment 

27. In the Motion, the Prosecution submits that it has relied almost entirely on adjudicated facts 

to support its allegations in relation to Scheduled Incident A3.l that on 3 May 1992, Bosnian Serb 
----

forces attacked Hranfa and burned 43 houses and, in the week following this attack, killed 12 

Bosnian Muslim villagers. 59 The Prosecution argues that it could not have reasonably foreseen that 

the Accused would challenge these adjudicated facts because he initially only challenged them on 

•'procedural grounds" and not on their accmacy. 60 However, it argues that the Accused challenged 

these adjudicated facts by calling wi1nesses who testified that the attack was a result of "a conflict 

that arose when the Muslims attacked a passing JNA column, and the resulting deaths were battle 

casualties rather than victims of deliberate killings".61 It submits that (i) proposed rebuttal witness 

Hodzi.6 was a resident of Branca and an eye-witness to the events who will testify that the Bosnian 

Muslims in the village were 4isanned prior to 3 May 1992, and that (ii) proposed rebuttal witness 

Arifovic, also a resident ofHranca and an eye-witness to the events, will describe the 3 May 1992 

attack. the killing of ·a young girl, the burning and looting of the village, and the detention and 

,~· f th . ilians" 62 expu~10n o e civ . 

28. The Chamber notes that in order to support its allegatio?S in relation to Scheduled Incident 

A3.l of the Indichnent, the Prosecution relied almost exclusively on Adjudicated Facts 2316 to 

i318 and also a Rule 92 ter witness who testified thathe heard about these killings.63 

29. During the Defence phase of the case, the Accused adduced some evidence with respect to 

Scheduled Incident A.3.1 which suggested that the attack on Hranca arose after Bosnian Muslims 

attacked a passing JNA column and the deaths that ensued resulted from battle and not from 

59 Motion, para. 18. 
60 · Motion, para. 19. 
61 Motion, pH.Ill. 20. 
62 Motion, paras. 22-23. 
~ P3188 (Witness sta~mentofM11san Talovic dated 14July2011), p11ra. l6. 
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deliberate killings. 64 According to the Prosecution, Hodzic and Arifovic can testify about the 

deliberate attack against the village and the killing of residents. 65 

30. The Chamber finds that the challenges with respect to the nature of the attack on the village 

of Hranca and the way in which the purported victims of Scheduled Incident A3.l died are 

significant issues which have arisen directly out of Defence evidence presented on thi_s issue. 

However, while the Chamber notes that none of the above challenges by the Accused were 

----hcr-alaed-in-his-pre-trial bri~f, i~:esidet"s~t,giwm-theiHiature,they-eould-reasonablyhave-been

anticipated by the Prosecution. The Prosecution could have reasonably anticipated that the 

Accused would challenge the circumst.ances in which the attack on the village of Branca is alleged 

to have occurred, as well as how individuals were allegedly killed. Furthermore, during the 

Prosecution case, the Accused cross-examined a Prosecution witness about the alleged attack on the 

JNA column in Hranca and -rendered into evidence a document to support his point.66 

31. Accordingly, the Chamber will not allow the Prosecution to present the evidence of Ramo 

Hod.zit and Saha Arifovic in order to rebut the challenges which arose out of Defence evidence in 

relation to events in Btatunac with respect to Scheduled Incident A.3 .1. 

(3) Foca 

i. Acts of persecutions 

32. In the Motion, the Prosecution submits that it relied ahnost entirely on adjudicated facts to 

support its allegations that in April 1992 in Foca, Bosnian Serb civilian and military authorities 

persecuted the non-Serb population through "killings, forcible transfer, large-scale arrests, property 

destructi~ dismissals, house searches, restrictions on movement and comlnunications, and 

confiscation of property". 67 The Prosecution argues that it could not have reasonably foreseen that 

the Accused would challenge ·these adjudicated facts as he initially only challenged them on 

"procedural grounds" and not on their accuracy.68 It submits that proposed rebuttal wi1ness 

KDZ060 will provide evidence about the alleged large-scale arrests, detention, abuse, and killing of 

non~Serb civilians; the deliberate destruction of Bosnian Muslim property and mosques; the denial 

64 D3398 (Wi1m:ss statement of Ljubisav Simic. dated 7 April 2013), para. 56; 03690 (Witness statement of Nedo 
Nikolic dated 8 June 2013), para. 8; 03174 (Witness statement ofVujadin Stevie dated 23 MBrch 2013), para. 13; 
D3194 (Witness statement ofRodoljub f>ukanovie dated 24 March 2013), para. 39; P3852 (Witness statement of 
Mirko Perie dated l July 2013), para. 10. 

65 Motioo, paras. J 7-24. 
•~ Mu§an Tolovic, T. l 7660-17661 (22 August 2011); D1644 (Video footage of attack on JNA troops). 
67 Motion, para. 26, referr.ing to Adjudicated Facts 749, 752, 767~768, 770-774, 776-777, 903-907, 909-91D, 913-

914, md 24(0. 
68 Motion, para, 27, 
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of medical treatment to the Bosnian Muslims; transferring property to the Bosman Serbs; and the 

restrictive measures imposed on Bosnian Muslims that led to their leaving the area. 69 Proposed 

rebuttal witness Avdic is expected to testify about the attack on Foca by the Bosnian Serb army 

("VRS''); the treatment of Bosnian Muslims by the military police; the burning and looting of 

Bosnian Muslim houses and mosques; ~d his treatment while detained at the KP Dom prison.70 · 

Proposed rebuttal witness Lojo is expected to·testify about the takeover of Poca by the VRS; being 

. forced to leave Foca; his treatment while detained at the KP Dom prison; and the transfer of his 

property to the Bosnian. Serbs.n Finally, the Prosecution seeks to tender the evidence ofKDZ◊:ID

who can testify about the attacks on Bosnian Muslim villages in Foca. 72 The Chamber notes that 

KDZ030's proposed rebuttal evidence is also being tendered for the purposes of Scheduled Incident 

A.5.4 and scheduled detention facilities in Foca, which are discussed below. 

33. The Chamber notes that in order to support its allegations in relation to the alleged acts of 

persecutions in Foca, including killings, forcible trap.sfer, arrests, property destruction, dismissals, 

house searches, restrictions on movement and communications. and confiscation of property the 

Prosecution relied on Adjudicated Facts 749, 752, 767 to 768, 770 to 774, 776 to 777, 903 to 907, 

909 to 910, and 913 to 914. The Prosecution also led the evidence of several 92 ter witnesses and a 

92 bis about actions taken against Bosnian Muslims in Foca. 73 

34. During the Defence phase of the case, the Accused adduced evidence to suggest that 

civilian authorities in Foca (i) treated Bosnian Muslims the same way as Bosnian Serbs and took 

measures to ensure their safety; (ii) allowed Bosnian Muslims to remain in their villages and did 

not force them to sign over their property; (iii) did not restrict movement; and (iv) were not 

responsible for the killings in the town which were isolated cases.14 According to the Prosecution, 

proposed rebuttal witnesses KDZ060, Safet Avdic, Dzevad Lojo, and KDZ030, four residents of 

Foca, can provide evidence in support of its allegations of persecutions in Foca.75 

69 Motion., para. 30. 
70 Motion, para. 31. 
71 Motion, para. 32. 
n. Motion, para. 33. 
73 KDZ239, P3336 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Krnojelac), T. 1188-1189; KDZ017, T. 19890 (5 October 2011); 

KDZ379, P3332 (Tr8llscript from Proseclltor v, .Kmojelac); P90 (Witness statement of KDZ216 dated 8 June 
1998), (wider seal). 

74 D3314 (Witness stll.tement ofRadojica Mladenovic dated l April 2013), paras. 39, 46, 51, 57; D2767 (Witness 
statement ofMfiutin Vujicic dated 14 January 2013), paras. 7-8, 15-16, 30-31; Milutin Vujicic, T. 32124, 32133, 
32145-32146, (17 January 2013); Trifko Pljevaljl!ic, T. 32306, 32322, 32342 (21 January2013). See also Dl690 
(Announcement ofFoca Municipal Assembly; 7 April 1992). 

75 Motion, pani.s. 25-33. 
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35. The Chamber finds that challenges with respect to the alleged acts of persecutions against 

the Bosnian Muslims in Foca_ are significant issues which have arisen directly out of Defence 

evidence presented on this issue. However, while the Chamber notes that none of the above 

challenges by the Accused were heralded in his pre-trial brief, it considers that, given their nature, 

they could reasonably have been anticipated by the Prosecution. The Prosecution could have 

reasonably anticipated that the Accused would challenge the· acts of persecution ~hich are charged 

with respect to Foca by bringing evidenfe which would seek to refute the Prosecution's evidence 

- - about -the mistreatm.ent of the Bosnian Muslim population by the Bosman- Serb-authonties. 

Furthermore, during the Prosecution's case, the Accused cross-examined a number of Prosecution 

witnesses about the request made by Bosnian Serb authorities in Foca for all residents not to move 

out and to return to the municipality.76 

36. Accordingly, the Chamber will not allow 1he Prosecution to present the evidence of 

KDZ060, Safet Avdic, Dzevad Lojo, and KDZ030 in order to rebut the challenges which arose out 

of Defence evidence wi1h respect to the alleged acts of persecution in Foca. 

n. Mjesaj a/Trolfanj: Scheduled Incident A.5 .4 of the Indictment 

3 7. Given fue confidential nature of some of the evidence pertaining to this Scheduled Incident, 

the Prosecution's submi.Bsimis are detailed in a confidential annex appended to this decision. 77 

38. The Chamber notes that in order to support its allegations in relation to Scheduled Incident 

A.5.4, the alleged killing of a number of people biding in the woods near Mjesaja/I'rosanj in the 

municipality of Poca, the Prosecution relied exclusively on Adjudicated Facts 2398 to 2401. 

39. During the Defence phase of the case, the Accused presented evidence with respect to 

Scheduled Incident A.5.4 to suggest that people in the village of Trosanj had n.ot surrendered their 

weapons and that Gojko Jankovic rather than being responsible for the attack on this village was 
' 

sent to see how the Bosnian Serb and Bosnian Muslim population could be rescued after Bosnian 

Muslim attacks.?& According to the Prosecution, proposed rebuttal witness KDZ030 will describe 

details pertaining to the attack on the village of Trosanj .79 

16 KDZ239, T. 18983 (16 Sept"mber2011); KDZ379, T. 18835 (15 September 2011); KDZ017, T. 1986S-19869, 
19872 (4•0ctober 2011) (private session). · 

17 See Confidential Annex. para. 1. 
78 D3314 (Wilness statement offudojica 'Mladenovit dated 1 April 2013), para, 41; D3316 {Agreement between 

Trosanj Muslim representatives end Foca authorities, 24 April 1992); Milutin Vujicic, T. 32128 {17 January 2013). 
n Motion, Confidentilll Appendix A, para. 80. 
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40. The Chamber finds tb,at the challenges with respect to Scheduled Incident A.5.4, including 

who led the attack and the surrounding circumstances of the attack, are significant issues which 

have arisen directly out of Defence evidence presented on this issue. However, while the Chamber 

notes that none of the above challenges by tbe Accused were heralded in his pie-trial brief, it 

considers that, given their nature, they could reasonably have been anticipated by 1he Prosecution. 

The Prose~ution could have reasonably anticipated that the Accused would chalknge the 

circumstances under which the village of Trosanj was attacked and who was allegedly responsible 

· -ror··1eading·ffiis operation. - - •- ---------- ·-· 

41. Accordingly, the Chamber will not allow the Prosecution to present the evidence of 

KDZ030 in order to rebut the challenges which arose out ofDefe~ce evidence in relation to events 

in Foca with respect to Scheduled Incident A.5 .4. 

iii. Buk Bijela (Scheduled Incident C.10.4), Fofa High School (Scheduled 

Incident CI0.7), Partizan Hall (Scheduled Incident C.10.5), and Karaman's House 

(Scheduled Incident C.10.2) 

42. In the Motion, the Prosecution submits that it has relied entirely on adjudicated facts and 

one Rule 92 bis witness statement to support the allegations of the detention of Bosnian Muslim 

women and the crimes that occurred at Buk: Bijela, Poca High School, Partizan. Hall, and 

Karaman's House.80 In addition to its. argument that it could not have reasonably foreseen that the 

adjudicated facts would be challenged by the Accused, the Prosecution· also submits that the 

Accused .only raised general objections to all of the. Prosecution's Rule 92 bis motions and 

therefore it was not on notice that the Accused would challenge this evidence.81 During the 

Accused's defence case, the Accused brought witnesses who testified that the Bosnian Muslim 

women were taken to these facilities for their own protection and that measures were taken to ~d 

the persons in these facilities. 82 The Prosecution submits that the Defence evidence is equivocal; 

however it still seeks to tender the evidence ofKDZ030 in relation to Scheduled Incidents C.10.2, 

C.10.4, C.10.5, and C.10.7.83 

43. The Chamber notes that in order to support its allegations in relation to Scheduled 

Detention Facilities C.10.2, C.10.4, C.10.5, and C.10.7 in Poca and the alleged mistreatment of 

10 Motiori, para. 35. 
81 MotioD,, para. 36. 
112 Motion, para. 37. 
83 Motion, pm:as. 37-38. 
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detainees in these facilities, the Prosecution bas relied on Adjudicated Facts 787 to 797, 799 to 821, 

and 2406 to 2408, as well as the evidence of a Rule 92 bis witness.84 

44. During the Defence phase of the case, the Accused adduced evidence to suggest that women -

were brought to detention. facilities in Fo~a for their own protection, the authorities issued strict 

orders to guard the _persoDS in the facilities, and that people were free to leave. 85 According to the 

Prosecution, proposed rebuttal witness KDZ030 will testify about Scheduled Detention Facilities in 

45. The Chamber finds that the challenges with respect to these Scheduled Detention Facilities 

and the conditions and reasons for detention are significant issues which have arisen directly out of 

Defence evidence presented on this issue. However, while the Chamber notes that none of the 

above challenges by the Accused were heralded in his pre-trial brief, i~ considers that, given their 

nature, tht:Y could reasonably have been anticipated by the Prosecution. The Prosecution could 

have reasonably anticipated that the Accused would challenge the reasons why Bosnian Muslims 

were being kept in the detention facilities in Foca and the conditions of detention. 

46. Accordingly, the Chamber will not allow the Prosecution to present the evidence of 

KDZ030 in ~der to rebut the challenges which arose out of Defence evidence with respect to 

Scheduled Detention Facilities in Foca. 

(4) Kljuc 

i Prbovo and the 'road to Peci: Scheduled Incident A. 7.2 of the Indictment 

47. In the Motion, the Prosecution submits that it has relied on nine adjudicated facts and the 

evidence of a Rule 92 bis witness to support the allegations related to Scheduled Incident A.7.2, 

that it could not have reasonably foreseen that the adjudicated facts would be challenged by the 

Accused, and that it was not on notice of any specific challenges to the Rule 92 bis evidence.87 It 

argues that during the Accused's defence case, the Accused brought witnesses who testified that 

Adamovic was not the commander of the unit in question and did not participate in the alleged 

killings and also refuted the numbers of the VRS soldiers involved, that the alleged killings were 

14 P90 (Witness statement ofKDZ216 datlld 8 JU11e 1998), (under seal); KDZ216, P69 (Transcript from.Pro..Ye.cutor v. 
Kimarac, Case No. IT-96--23&23/1) (undtir seal). 

115 Mi1uf.in Vujim6, T. 32096, 32131-32132 (17 Jamiary 2013); D2767 (Witness statement of Milutin. Vujillic dated 
14 January 2013), paras. 11, 33; Trifko Pljeva1ji5ic, T. 32343-3:Z.344 (21 January 2013~ 

86 Morion, para. 38. · 
87 Motian, paras. 40-41, referring to witness KDZ056, 
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not organised or deliberate and that the target of the attack were Bosnian Muslim paramilitary 

groups and not the civilian population. 88 

48. The Chamber notes that du.ring its case, in order to support the allegations relating to 

Scheduled Incident A 7.2, the Prosecution relied on Adjudicated Facts 922 to 928 and 2437 to 

2438, as weli as on the testimony of KDZ056,-89 which was tendered and admitted pursuant to Rule 

92 bis.90 According to the Prosecution, this evidence suggests that during an attack on Prhovo on 

----· ------orabout Hune 1992; whiehwas-ean-ied-6at--by-ftppr-eJcimately-109-soldier-s-c0IDIDanded-by Marko.- -- ___: 

Adamovic, unarmed men were shot and Adamovi6 ordered the so~diers to set fire to the village and . 

to kill the women and children. 91 

49. Tbree witnesses gave evidence relating to Scheduled Incident A7.2 durlng the Defence 

phase of the case. Adamovic denied having led the unit involved in the incident at Prhovo, 

suggested that another unit had been involved. and referred to his acquittal before the Court of 

BiH.92 Rajko Kalabi6 testified that Adamovic visite.d the municipal offices in Kljuc on several 

occasions o; 1 June 1992 and accordingly, could not have been inPrhovo on that date.93 

50. Adamovic also testified . that the commander of the military police platoon that was 

involved in the Prhovo incident had told him that his unit bad come under fire Jrotn "Muslim 

extremists" as it was leaving the village, and that, in a panic, the platoon commander's men had 

opened fire randomly in the direction from which the fire had come.94 Jovo Kevac testified that 

''Muslim paramilitary formations'' and not the village of Prhovo had been the target of an attack, 

and that "Muslim extremists" attacked a military police patrol in Prhovo.95 

51. The Prosecution now proposes to call Medanovic to testify pursuant to Rule 92 ter in order 

to rebut the testimony of these three Defence witnesses.96 Specifically, Medanovic is expected to 

testify: (i) that the Prhovo villagers surrendered to the Bosnian Serb soldiers; (ii) that the 

individuals who were killed were unarmed civilians; (iii) that the process whereby men, women, 

Ill! Motion, para. 42 
Bll Motion, para. 40. 
~a KDZ056, P686 (Transcript froIJJ Prosecutor v . .Braarrin). 
91 Motion, para. 41. 
92 D4165 (Wi1ness statement of Marko Adamovic dated 1 December 2013), paras. 8, 9, 23. 
93 D4169 (Witness statement ofRajko Kalabic, 1 December 2013), para. 18. 
9◄ D4165 (Witness statement of Marko Adamt>vic dated 1 December 2013), pllill.. 3. 
9s D4268 (Witness st!tement of Jovo Kevac dated 25 January 2014), plll'lls. 8, 17. Kevac also testified that he had 

never heard t>f and "de>es not believe that" Adjudicated Facts 923, 924, 925, 926, and 927 are true, because he 
"would have learned about it''. D426& (Witness statemem ofJovo Kevac dated 25 Jm~ 2014), paras. 18--22. 

95 The Chamber observes that it is unclear from the Motion whether the Prosecution proposes to tender an eight page 
written statement (65 ter 26073) or Medenovit's testimony in the Krqjiinfk case (65 ter 25943) pl.lffllant t<> 
Rule 92 ter. Motion, paras. 39-44; Alme:x. B. 
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and children were lined up and individuals singled out, beaten, and shot was organised; (iv) that 

Marko Adatnovic was 1he commander of the unit; (v) that Adamovic ordered that the village be 

burned down and the women and children killed; and (vi) that the process whereby the men were 

killed on the road to Peci was deliberate and not nn.dom as Adamovic testified. 97 

52. The bulk of Medanovic's proposed rebuttal testimony relates to the significant issues of 

whether the alleged killings were organised in nature, as we11 as whether civilians were targeted.98 

____ A}.tbougb._the_Proi;e_c_µt;i.Qp._ sup:rnjts that it could _not have reasonal>1Y.Jo'!""~ee!! .i:f_ancl_hQ.wjhe _ 

Adjudicated Facts relating to Scheduled Incident A.7.3 would be challenged,99 the Chamber 

considers that, while none of the above challenges by the Accused were heralded in his pre-trial 

brief, the Prosecution could and should have reasonably anticipated that, in light of his admonition 

that he intended to refute all aspects of the Prosecution's case, the Accused would challenge the 

alleged organised nature of the killings and the alleged civilian status of the victims. 

53. Accordingly, the Chamber will not allow the Prosecution to present the evidence of Azim 

Medanovic in order to rebut the challenges brought by the Accused in relation to Scheduled 

Incident A. 7.2. 

ii. Velagici: Scheduled Incident B.10.1 

54. In the Motion, the Prosecution submits that, t9 support the allegations related to Scheduled 

Incident B.10.1, it has relied on four adjudicated facts supplemented by the evidence of a 

Rule 92 bis witness.100 According to the Prosecution, it could not have reasonably foreseen. that the 

adjudicated facts would be challenged by the Accused and it was not on notice of any specific 

challenges to the Rule 92 bis evidence.JOl The Prosecution submits that the evidence it seeks to 

tender in rebuttal will, inter alia, supplement the written evidence already on the record and 

provide the Accused with an opportunity to put his case to the witness in question.102 

97 Motion, pams. 43-44. 
Y& The Chambe; considers that the precise number of men in the VRS unit involved in the incident at Prhovo and the 

specific identity of their COIIllllllnder pertain to an issue which arises directly from the Defence evidence, 
However, they are not so significant es to merit !be presentation of rebut:1al evidence. See 04165 (Witness 
statement of Marko Adamovit dated 1 December 2013), para, 8 (suggesting that only one platoon of military 
pol~ce--between 30 and 40 men-had been involved in the incident at PrbovQ). 

99 Motion, para. 41. 
mo Moti()I), Confidential Appendix A, pa.ra, 82. 
101 Mali.on, CQllfideirtial Appendix A, paras. 82-83, 
102 Motion, Confideiirlal Appendix. A, para. 85. 
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5 5. Given the confidential nature of some of the evidence perta.ining to this Scheduled Incident, 

the Chamber will detail t.he Prosecution's submissions in the confidential annex appended to this 

decision. 

56. The Chamber considers that providing the Accused with an opportunity to put bis case to a 

Rule 92 bis witness and enabling the Chamber to assess that witness's credibility first-hand are 

considerations that are properly taken into account by the moving party when filing a motion 

------------pursnantto--Rule -92 bis ratb.er--tban- i:Jttelatioo--to-a-mooon--te tende:r-evidenoo-in rebuttal. Similarly, 

providing an opportunity to supplement written evidence that has already been admitted pursuant to 

Rule 92 bis is not a factor that is germane to an analysis of whether the rebuttal standard has been 

met. 

57. The Chamber acknowledges that the alleged uncontrolled nature of the killings described in 

Scheduled Incident B .10.1 as well as the identity of the peI]Jetrators of the incident ar~ significant 

issues that arise directly from the evidence presented during the Defence phase of the case. 

However, although the Prosecution submits that it could not have reasonably foreseen if and how 

the Adjudicated Facts relating to Scheduled Incident B.10.1 would be challenged,103 the Chamber 

considers that, given the Accused's admonition that he intended to refute all aspects of the 

Prosecution's case, the Prosecution could and should have reasonably anticipated that the Accused 

would challenge the alleged organised nature of the killings and the identity of the peI]Jetrators. 

58. Accordingly, the Chamber will not allow the Prosecution to call KDZ024 to testify pursuant 

to Rule 92 ter in order to rebut the challenges brought by the Accused in relation to Scheduled 

Incident B.10.1. 

(5) Prijedor 

i. Keratenn Room. 3 killings: Scheduled Incident B .15. I of the Indictment 

59. In the Motion, the Prosecution submits that the evidence in relation to Scheduled Incident 

B.15.1 is based on five adjudicated facts, as supplemented by three witnesses whose evidence was 

admltted pursuant to Rule 92 bis.104 It argues that it could not have reasonably foreseen that the 

adjudicated facts would be challenged by the ~cused and that it was not on notice of any specific 

challenge to the evidence of the three Rule 92 bis witnesses.105 It submits that during the Defence 

case, the Accused called witnesses who testified that the alleged killings occurred as tbe result of a 

103 Motion, Confidential Appendix. A, pl!Ill. 83. 
104 Motion, pam, 46. 
105 Motion,pam.47. 
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rebellion or an escape attempt by the detainees or was a spontaneous revenge act.106 To rebut this 

evidence, the Prosecution submits that Taci, who was a detainee at Keraterm camp, will testify that 

although he was not in Room 3 when the alleged killing occurred, he observed 1he manner in which 

the detainees in Room 3 were killed and how their bodies were removed the following day.107 

60. The Chamber notes that in order to support its allegations in relation to Scheduled Incident 

B.15.1, the alleged killing of approximately 150 people in Room 3, the Prosecution relied on: 

~__,(..,._.i) Adjudiooted~FaGt-s- 1-2!~ -to--l219i-aml-(-ii}-the e¥-idence4~--tb:tee wi.tnesses-admitted-pursuant t~ 

Rule 92 bis-KDZ050, Jusuf Arifagi6, and Safet Tac.Lios According to the Prosecution, this 

evidence suggests that on or about 24 July 1992, Bosnian· Serb personnel entered l,(eratenn camp 

and a gun was placed on a table outside Room 3 where 200 residents from the Brdo area were 

detained; later that evening, gun shots and bu.man cries w~re heard The next morning, dead bodies 

were piled outside of Room 3 and the area was covered with blood. A truck arrived to remove the 

bodies and a fire engine cleaned Room 3 and the area.109 

61 _ During the Defence phase of the case, the Accused adduced evidence with respect to 

Scheduled Incident B 15_ 1 to suggest that the killings which occurred in Room 3 at Keraterm were 

not the result of a planned massacre. Drasko Vujic and Dusan Jankovic testified that there had 

been a "rebellion'' or "mutiny" on behalf of the detainees at Keraterm and 1hat firearms were used 

and many people killed as a result 110 Dragan Radetic testified that he heard that some of the 

detainees at Keratenn attempted to escape from Keraterm and that some of them were killed. lll 

Finally, Milonrir Stakic testified that according to his intelligence atthe time, after several Serbian 

soldiers were killed at 1he front line, members of their unit "raided Keraterm and killed several 

dozens of prisoners out of revenge"_ 112 

62. In rebuttaL the Prosecution proposes to call Taci in order to supplement his written evidence 

already admitted under Rule 92 bis, provide the Accused with an opportunity to put his case to the. 

106 Motion, para. 48. 
107 Motion, para. 49. . 
108 KDZOSO, P680 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Sikirica); Jusuf Arifagic, P689 "(Tnmscr:ipt from Proseador v. 

Stakic); Safet Taci, P693 (Transcript from Prosecutorv. K11r1l!ka). 
10~ Adjudicated Facts 1215---1219; KDZOSO, P679 (Tnmscript from Pros~cufor v. Sikiric.a), T. 2507-2518 (under 

seal); Jusuf Ari£agi6, P689 (Transcript from Prosecutor 1-'- Slakic), T. 7095-7104; Safet Tafi, P693 (Transcript 
fromProsecutorv_ Kvac"Tw), T. 3763-3770. 

110 D4242 (Witness statement ofDn§ko Vujic dated 24 January 2014), para. 8; Du§an Jank.ovit, T. 47282--47283 (18 
February 2014). 

11 ' D4226 (Witness statement of Dragan R.adetic elated 17 January 2014), para.. 49. 
112 04195 (Witness statement qf Milomir Staki6 dated 16 November 2013), para 24; Milomir Stakic, T. 45286-

45287 (17 December 2013). 
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witness, and enable the Chamber to assess his credibility first-hand 113 The Prosecution submits 

that Taci's evidence rebuts the evidence brought by the Accused regarding Scheduled Incident . 

B.15.1 and supports the Prosecution's case that the Room 3 killings at Keraterm was a planned, 

deliberate massacre.a~ 

63. The Chamber first recalls that, as mentioned above, supplementing written evidence that 

has already been admitted under Rule 92 bis by calling the very same witness is neither an 

~- ----------appto -use-of-rebuttal--evidenee-nor--gertrume-t&-whethe1--tbe-r,ebllttal--test--has been-met/ 1 ~ --

Turning now to the rebuttal. test, the Chamber considers that the challenges brought by 1he Accused 

with respect to Scheduled Incident B.15.1 and whether the alleged killings in Room 3 at Keraterm 

were planned, as well as the circumstances surrol.1ttding the alleged killings, are significant issues 

that arise directly out of the evidence presented by the Accused. However, while the Chamber 

notes that none of the above challenges by the Accused were heralded in his pre-trial brief, it 

considers that, given their nature, the challenges presented by the Accused on this particular 

scheduled incident could reasonably have been anticipated by the Prosecution. Given the 

Accused's S,tatement that he would challenge every charge against him, including any adjudicated 

fact that may have been judicially noticed, the Chamber co1,1Siders that the Prosecution could have 

reasonably anticipated that the Accused would challenge the alleged organised nature of all the 

killing incidents in Prijedor,. and especially those associated with the larger alleged camps in 

Prijedor, such as K.eraterm. 

ii. Alleged beatings during interrogations at Keraterm: Scheduled Incident 

C.20.3 of the Indictment 

64. In the Motion, the Prosecution submits that in relation to the allegation that beatings 

occurred during interrogations at Keraterm, it has relied on one adjudicated fact and the evidence of 

two Rule 92 bis witnesses.116 Although the Accused did not object to the admission of this 

adjudicated fact, the Prosecution argues that he led evidence that detainees at Keratenn were 

treated properly and the prospective evidence of Taci will rebut this evidence.117 It submits that 

although Taci 's evidence on these issues is already in evidence pursuant to Rule 92 b'is, calling T~i 

iu See Motion, par:a. 50. 
iu See Motion, para. SO, 
m See para. 56 s11pra, 
116 Motion, para, 51. 
117 Motion, paras. 51-52. 
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to testify would supplement his written evidence, give the Accused an opportunity to put his case to 

the witness, and also allow the Chamber to assess Tac.i's credibility fusthand. 118 

65. The Chamber notes that in order to establish that detainees at Keraterm were beaten during 

interrogations there, the Prosecution has relied on: (i) Adjudicated Fact 1206; and (ii) the evidence 

of three witnesses admitted pursuant to Rule 92 bis-KDZ050, Arifagic, and Taci.119 According to 

the Prosecution, this evidence establishes that detainees were frequently beaten while being 

-------,inmtem,gated:-129- --- - - ~- ----- - - -- - ------ - -----··· 

66. During bis case, the Accused elicited evidence to rebut that beatings occurred during 

interrogations at Keraterm. In particular, Dragan Radetic testified that he did not recall or hear of 

any verbal or physical torture of detamees there, and had there been such cases, he would have 

remembered thetn; moreover, he stated that all persons interviewed at Keraterm were treated 

properly.121 In rebuttal, the Prosecution also proposei; to call Taci to testify to rebut the evidence 

elicited by the Accused that interrogations were not accompanied by beatings at Keraterm.. 122 

67 _ The Chamber again recalls that, as mentioned above, supplementing written evidence that 

has already been admitted under Rule 92 bu; by calling the very same. witness is neither an 

appropriate use of rebuttal evidence nor germane t~ whether the rebuttal test has been met.123 

Turning now to the rebuttal test, the Chamber considers that the challenges brought by the Accused 

with respect to the_ conditions at Keratenn, and in particular whether beatings occurred there, are 

significant issues that arise directly out of the evidence presented by the Accused during his 

defence case. However, while the Ch!ltnber notes that none of the above challenges by the Accused 

were heralded in his pre-trial brief, it considers that the Prosecution could have reasonably 

anticipated that the Accused would bring evidence to refute Prosecutlon evidence about the 

mistreatment of detainees at Keraterm. Specifically, the Prosecution could have reasonably 

anticipated that the Accused would call an insider witness who would testify that beatings did not 

occur at Keratenn and/or that be never witnessed ruch beatings himself. 

111 Motion, para. 50. 
119 KDZOSO, P680 (Transcript from Prosecutor v, Sikirica); Jnsuf Arifagi.6, P689 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. 

Stakic); Safet Ta!i, P693 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Kvocka). 
120 See also Adjudicated Facts J215-1219; KDZOSO, P679 (Transcript from Prosecl!tor v, Sikirica), T. 2500-2507 

(under'Seal); Justif Ari:fa.gic, P689 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Sta/de), T, 7083-7094; &ifet Taci, P693 
(Transcript from Pr~seet1tor v. Kvocka), T. 3755-3763, 

121 D4:Z.26 (Witness statement of Dragan R.adetic dated 17 January 2014), paras, 32, 44, 45; 
122 See Motion, plltll. 52. 
123 See para. 56 supra. 
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68. Accordingly, the Chamber will not allow the Prosecution to present the evidence of Safet 

Tati in order to rebut 1he challenges which arose out of evidence brought by the Accused with 

respect to Scheduled JncidentB.15.1 or Scheduled Incident C.20.3. 

C. Sarajevo Witnesses 

69. As noted above, the Prosecution proposes to present the evidence of two witnesses, namely 

Hamdija Cavcic and Todd Cleaver, in order to rebut Sarajevo-related evidence led by the Accused 

during his case. 

i. Hamdija Cavcic (Scheduled Incident G.5) 

70. In ihe Motion, the Prosecution proposes to tender the evidence of Cavcic, which it submits 

will rebut the Accused's challenges to 12 adjudicated fac~ related to Scheduled Incident G.5, 124 

The Prosecution submits that it could not have reasonably foreseen if and how these facts would be 

challenged because the Accused only challenged them on ''procedural grounds" and not on their 

accuracy. 125 Cavcic was a ballistics expert in the Security SeJVices Centre ("CSB'') and was part of 

the team that investigated the shelling incident in Dobrinja listed in Scheduled Incident G.5.126 

During the Defence case, the Accused's own expert witness, Zorica Subotic, challenged the 

adjudicated facts relating to this scheduled incident and also challenged the direction of fire of the 

mortar and the methodology of Cavcic.127 The Prosecution seeks to rebut these "newly raised 

issues" by tendering the witness stateme~t of Ca.vci6 which details the methodology employed by 

him during the course of the investigation.128 The Prosecution argues that not only would Cavcic 's 

statement assist the Chamber in assessing the weight of the evidence, it would also allow ihe 

Chamber to assess the context of the extracts from his statement relied upon by Subotic in her 

report.129 

71. Cavcic's statement discusses the CSB Sarajevo's methodology in detennining direction of 

fire generally, the fact that he employed that method in investigating the said incident, and the 

manner in which he reached his conclusions in the ballistics report. The Chamber notes that this 

ballistics report is already in evidence, as part of the larger CSB Sarajevo report, having been 

admitted through Prosecution's expert witness Richard Higgs.13° For this incident, the Prosecution 

124 Motion, paras. 53-54. 
m Motion, para. 54. 
116 Motion, para. 55. 
127 Motion, para. 55. 
128 Motion, paras. 56-57. 
12~ Motion, para. 57. 
uo See Pl4~8 (BiH MllP Report re shelling of Dobrinja on 12 July 1993). 
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relies primarily on (i) the Rule 92 ter evidence of Higgs, including documentary evidence 

:introduced through him, such as P1438 ~d the UNPI~.OFOR report on the incident,131 and (ii) 

Adjudicated Facts 271 to 282. Both (i) and (ii) conclude that the shell which exploded at the 

incident site came from SRK positions. During his testimony, Higgs commented on Pl438 and, 

while noting that there should be, a slightly larger margin of error, agreed with the findings made 

therein. 132 The Accused then cross-examined Higgs, focusing on the findings related to direction 

of :fire and the fact that the shell exploded on the victim's body, thus leaving little evidence to 

consider when determining the direction~ fu~:nr- --

72. During bis own case, the Accused again challenged Cavcic 's conclusions on the direction of 

fire us:ing bis expert witness '.Zorica Subotic, wbo went to the incident site and conducted a detailed 

analysis of this incident in her expert report. While quoting from Cavcic's witness statement of 

16 November 1995134 and from P1438, she proceeded to disagree with Cavcic's conclusions on the 

direction of fire, concluding that the shell had come from the positions of the ABiR 135 Suboti6 

was then cross-examined extensively on her conclusions; indeed, many of the points raised in the 

Prosecution's rebuttal motion in relation to this issue were put to her during that cross

examination.136 

73. The Chamber considers that the challenge brought by tbe Accused with respect to direction 

and/or origin of fire for Scheduled Incident G.5 is a significant issue that arises directly out of the 

evidence presented by the Accused. Indeed, the issue of direction of fire is at the very core of 

shelling incident allegations. However, while, the Chamber notes that the Accused's pie-trial brief 

did not·herald a challenge to Scheduled Incident G.5, it considers that the Accused's challenge 

could reasonably have been anticipated by the Prosecution. First, as recalled above, the Accused's 

position has always been that he would challenge every charge against him, including any 

adjudicated fact that may be judicially noticed. Disputing direction and/or origin of fire is a typical 

challenge made to shelling incidents, such as G.5, and is usually made by attacking the 

methodology of the ballistics experts called by the Prosecution. Thllii, the attack on Cavic's report 

could reasonably have been anticipated, particularly since the Accused's cross-examination of 

Higgs heralded it and since the Prosecution knew early on in the case that the Accused had 

m SeeP1442 (UNPROFORreportre sheningofDobrinja on 12 July 1993). 
132 Richard Higgs, T. 5920 (18 August 2010); Pl437 (Riclmd Riggs's Coilllolidatcd Report on Sarajevo Shelling 

Incidents, 13 March2009),pp. 8-9. 
133 T. 5994---6004(19 August2010). 
134 The ChambE:r notes that Subotic quotes directly from Cavcic's statement. covering the crux of his evidence as far 

as Scheduled Incident G.S is concerned. 

m D3542 (Zorica Subctic's expert report entitled "Mortar Operations in Sarajevo Area in 1992-1995", 15 August 
2012_),pp. 74-92. 

136 Zorica Subotic,-T. 38366---38390 (15 May 2013); T. 38396-38405 (16 May 2013). 
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commissioned a ballistics expert who would challenge all the shellmg incidents. Similarly, the 

substance oftbat challenge could reasonably have been anticipated by the Prosecution given Higgs' 

testimony as to the specific crrcumstances of this incident, namely the fact that the shell exploded 

on the victim rather than. on the ground. Indeed, the Prosecution concedes that it offers Cavcic's 

statement merely so that it would assist the Chamber in assessing the weight of his report in 

P1438. 137 However, according to the jurisprudence of this Tribunal, evidence which is available to 

the Prosecution from the beginning, the relevance of which does not arise suddenly but simply 

- remedies-a d~f~~t in the Prosecution case, is generally not adniissibleaspartof the-Prosecuifon's-· 

rebuttal case.138 

74. Aci,;ordingly, the· Chamber will not allow the Prosecution to present the evidence of 

Hamdija Cavcic in order to rebut the challenges made to its case on Scheduled Incident G.5 by the 

Accused and his expert witness Subotic. 

n. Todd Cleaver (Scheduled Incidents F.7, F.11, F.12, F.14, F.15, and F.16) 

75. In the Motion, the Prosecution proposes to call Cleaver, its former employee, in order to 

counteract the Accused's evidence relating to (i) the line of sight in relation to Scheduled Incident 

F.7 and {ii) the line of sight from Grbavica onto Zmaja od Bosne Street, which impacts on a 

number of sniping incidents, namely Scheduled Incidents F.11, F.12, F.14, F.15, and F.16.139 

Cleaver's statement is yet to be prepared but the Prosecution explains that he was in Sarajevo both 

during and immediately after the conflict, and that he took various photographs, including those 
' 

discussed in this case, namely 65 ter 25124 (relating to F.7) and P6O19 to P6024 (relating to the 

line of sight ftom Grbavica). 140 He will elaborate on where these photographs were taken from, as 

weil as ·what is depicted on them.141 The Prosecution also mteri.ds to tender two photograph logs 

that describe the photographs Cleaver took in Sarajevo.142 The Prosecution argues that Cleaver's 

evidence is highly probative, rebuts unforeseen testimony of Defence witnesses, and would assist 

the Chamber in assessing the weight of the evidence.143 

76. The Chamber notes that with respect to Scheduled Incident F.7, the Prosecution relies 

primarily on Adjudicated Facts 198-208 and the Rule 92 ter evidence of its sniping expert Patrick 
' . 

m Motion, para. 57, 
138 See para. 10 supra. 
139 Motion, para. 58. The Chamber notes th.at while the Prosecution does .not refer to it in its Motion, the line of sight 

from Grbavica is also ~Ievant to Sched:u1ed Incident F.11, 
140 Motion, paras. 59-67. 
141 Motion. _paras. 62, 66, 

, 142 These 11.re in e-cou.rt undeI Rule 65 ter nwnbers 26079 and 26080. See Motion, Confidential Appendix B. 
143 MotiOD, para. 67. 
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Van der Weijden, Prosecution investigator Barry Hogan, and doctorn who provided medical 

information relating to the treatment of the victims of this incident, Bakir N akas and Youssef Raj ir. 

The Adjudicated Facts in question state that there was a line of sight between the scene of the 

incident and Ned.zarici,144 and both van der Weijden and Hogan testified to that effect.145 Also in 

evidence is a Bill MUP report on the incident which includes the finding that the bullet came from 

Nedzarici.146 The Accused cross-examined Van der Weijden extensively on the alleged origin of 

fire, namely the Faculty of 'Theology in Nedzarici, implying that the shot<l did not come from there 

but came -from the ABiH slde of the confrontation" line.14.,--- - - ~ 

77. In addition, during bis case, the Accused challenged the existence of the line of sight 

between the Faculty of Theology and the site of the incident. Both Svetozar Guzina and ~e 

Sladoje testified that the location of the incident was not -visible from the Faciilty. 148 Defence 

expert witness, Mile Poparic, then testified that during his visit to the Faculty in 2010 neither the 

incident site nor the buildings surrounding it could be seen from the Faculty.149 The Prosecution 

showed him 65 fer 25124, a photograph taken by Cleaver in 1996, but Poparic could not confirm 

that it was taken from the Faculty. The Prosecution decided not to tender the J?hotograph and 

moved on, stating that it would deal with this issue with another witness.150 

78. The issue of the line of sight from Grbavica is relev.ant to Scheduled Incidents F.11, F.12, 

F.14, F.15, and F.16. For each of these incidents the Chamber judicially noticed a number of 

Adjudicated Facts, namely: Adjudicated Facts 2921-2932 (F.11), 2938-2946 (F.12), 295~2969 

(F.14), 2976--2985 (F.15),_ and 2986-2997 (F.16). They state that the bullets came from (i) the 

Metalka building (F.11, F.12, F.14), 151 (ii) one of the four skyscrapers in Lenjinova street (F.14, 152 

F.15 153), or (iii) broadly Grbavica (F.16).154 · Some of the Adjµdicated Facts either specifically 

mention that there was a line of sight between those alleged origins of fire and Zmaja od Bosne 

14~ Adjudicated Facts 206. Ned!arici was said In he.ve been controlled by the SRK at the time. See Adjudicated Fact 
201. 

us Barry Rogan, T. 11213~11214, T. I 1274-11276 (3 February 2011); P2202 (Photograph re sniping incident of 25 
Mey 1994 in Dobrinje. marked by Barry Hogan); P2207 (Images re scheduled sniping incidents jn Sarajevo); 
P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick Van der Weijden entitled ''Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo '92-'94"), p. 54. 

146 Pl892 (BiHMOP Report re sniping incident of25 May 1994 in Dobrinja). 
147 PatrickVanderWeijden, T. 7062-7073 (28 September2010). 
141 D2553 (Witness statement of Svetozar Guzlna dated 3 Decembc.ir 2012), para. 44; D2479 (Witness statement of 

Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 29. 
HY D3652 (Mile Poparic's expert report entitled "Srnall Arms Fire on the Samjevo Area 199201995", 15 August 2012), 

para. 105; T. 38972-38975 (30 May 2013). 
uo Mile Poparic., T. 39244-39246 ( 4 Iune 2013). 
m See Adjudicated Facts 2931-2932, 2943-2944, 2946, 2968. 
152 For Fl4, the Adju.di~ted Facts e.stllbli!ih that the bullet came ~ither from the Meta.lka building or from 1he four 

skyscrapers in Lenjinova street. 
153 See Adjudicllted Facts 2968, 2984-2985, 
l5'. See Adjudiceted Fact 2995, 2997. 
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street, while others imply so.155 In addition, the evidence brought by the Prosecution to support the 

allegations relating to those incidents is voluminous and consists of both Rule 92 bis and 92 quater 

evidence, primarily from victims/56 and Rule 92 ter evidence, primarily from CSB Sarajevo 

ballistic experts.157 Furthennore, the Prosecution also led the evidence of the sniping expert Van 

der Weijden and the Prosecution investigator Hogan. Accordingly, during the Prosecution case, a 

substantial body of evidence was admitted in relation to the origin of fire for these incidents and the 

line of sight between Grbavica and Zmaja od Bosne. This includes an interactive photo book 

. -----~-containing 36<fctegree panoramic p~otographs -of the area and the e·vrdence of Mirza Sabljica wlio 

went to Metaika and the four skyscrapers in 1996 and took photographs of their interior, including 

those of the lines of sight from what be alleged were the sniping holes in the walls.15B 

79. During the Prosecution case, the Accused's challenges on the incidents involving Grbavica 

and Zmaja od Bosne did not focus on the line of sight However, during the Accused's defence 

case, two of his witnesses challenged the line of sight. Vladimir Lucic stated on cross-examination 

that one could not see the high rises in Grbavica from the Marsal Tito barracks, which are located 

on the Zmaja od Bosne street. He was then cross-examined further and shown one of the videos m 
evidence depicting the SRK positions in Grbavica. 159 Dragan Maletic testified that from the SRK. 

positions the SRK soldiers could only see the enemy's first line of defence, which made it 

impossible to attack any parts of the city .160 During cross-exami~tion, the Prosecution: challenged 

this evidence by producing photographs P6019 to P6()24 but since Maletic responded that he did 

not know where the pictures were taken from and the Accused objected to their admission on that 

basis, the -Chamber admitted them only for the limited pmpose of understanding the cross

exarnination.161 

80. The Prosecution claims that none of this D,efence. evidence could have been anticipated 

during the Prosecution case. It therefore offers it now in order to "assist the Chamber in assessing 

the weight, if any, to be accorded to the [d]efence evidence on this issue."162 

l 55 See Adjudicated Facts 2931, 2944, 2985, and 2997. 
· 156 See e.g. Huso Palo, Sabina Sabanic, KDZ289, Mirsad Kucanin, Slav:ica Livnjak, Zlatko Mededovic, and KDZ090. 

157 See e.g. Alma Mulaosmanovi6 Cehajic, Alen Gicevic, Mirza Sabljica, Dragan Miokovi6, and·KDZ48S. 
15a See. e..g. P2113 (Image re scheduled sniping and shelling incidents in Sarajevo); Pl 738 (Photographs of sniper 

nests), Pl695 (Witru:ss statement of :Mirza Sebljica dated 11 February 2010), pp. 60-62; Pl736 (BiH MUP 
Reports re sniper nest sites, 25 April 1996); P926 (Witness statement of Aero.out Van Lynden dated 26 February 
2010), paras. 92-100; P806 (SKYm:ws report re Sarajevo, with transcript)-

159 Vla~irLul!.ic, T. 30815-30816 (3 December 2012); P806 (SKY n~s report re Sarajevo, with transcript). 
160 D2519 (Witness statement of Dragan Maleti6 dated 9Novemb~r2012), para. 14. 
1~1 Dragan Malelic, T. 30851-30857 (3 December 2012), T. 3085S-30865 (4 December 2012). 
161 Motion, p1U11s. 58, 67. 
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81. The Chamber considers that the challenge brought by the Acclliled with respect to direction 

and/or origin of fire for incidents involving Grbavica and Zmaja od Bosne is a significant issue that 

_ arises directly out of the evidence presented by the Accused. Indeed, as with the shelling incidents, 

the origin and/or the direction of fire, is a core issue when it comes to any sniping incident 

However, while the Chamber notes that none of the above challenges by the Accused were 

heralded in his pre-trial brief, it considers that, given that the Accused put the Prosecution on notice 

that he would challenge everything but the weather in this case, challenges to the origin of fire 

---- tliro~ disputing-lines· of sTghi" could anif should reasonablynavebeen anticipated by the· 

Prosecution. Again, the nature of1hose challenges could also have been reasonably antici!)l'!-ted as 

the Prosecution was on notice early on in the case that the Accused would commission a sniping 

expert of his own who would dispute the Prosecution's evidence on all alleged sniping incidents. 

Similarly, the Prosecution could have reasonably anticipated that the Accused would also present 

the evidence of SRK soldiers who held positions in Grbavica at the time and could testify as to the 

line of sight between Grbavica and the locations of a number of incidents. 

82. While the Prosecution is correct in asserting that ~g the Prosecution case, the Accused's 

challenges on the incidents involving Grbavica and Zmaja od Bosne did not focus ·on the line of 

sight, this does not impact on the Chamber's conclusion above because the type of evidence : 

ah-eadypresented by the Prosecution in relation. to F.11, F.12, F.14, F.15, and F.16 shows that it did 

in fact anticipate such a challenge and went to great lengths to provide the Cham.her with 

photographic and other type of evidence relating to the line of sight. 

83. Accordingly, the Chamber will not allow the Prosecution to present the evidence of Todd 

Cleaver in order to rebut the challenges made to its case by the Accused in relation to the above-

-mentioned sniping incidents. 

_ D. Srebrenica Witnesses 

84. In the Motion, the Prosecution submits that its evidence on Scheduled Incident E.1 of the 

Indictment is based on three adjudicated facts and the evidence of witness KDZ065 admitted in this 

case pursuant to Rule 92 bis, 163 The Prosecution argues that it could not have reasonably foreseen 

that the Accused would challenge these acljudicated facts and that, despite the fact that the Areused 

opposed the admission of all the evidence tendered through Rule 92 bis, he did not specifically 

challenge the admission of KDZ065's evidence.164 It also submits that although the Accused did 

not bring evidence that directly contradicted the adjudicated facts on the Jada.r River killing 

lff3 Motion. para.. 69. 
l6'1 Motioc, para. 70. 
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incident, the Defence evidence, if believed, "could undermine" tbem.165 In rebuttal. the 

Prosecution seeks to call KDZ065 pursuant to Rule 92 ter to supplement his Rule 92 bis evidence, 

to provide the Accused an opportunity to cross-examine KDZ065, and to enable the Chamber to 

assess KDZ065's credibility firsthand. 166 In addition, the Prosecution seeks to tender, also pursuant 

to Rule 92 ter, the evidence of Subasic, a mrrse who· was travelling in the column of Bosnian 

Muslim men fleeing Srebrenica, and who is expected to testify that on 14 July 1995 he treated a 

man who had survived an attempted execution; the Prosecution submits this man was KDZ065.167 

, 85. The Chamber notes that the only evidence the Prosecution seeks to tender in rebuttal for the 

Srebrenica component of its case is in relation to. Schedule Incident E.1. In" order to support its 

allegations with respect to this scheduled incident, the Prosecution relied solely on (i) the 

transcripts ofKDZ065's prior testimony in the Krstic and Popovic et al. cases, as well as a number 

of associated exhibits, all of which were admitted in this case pursuant to Rule 92 bis, 168 and (ii) 

Adjudicated Facts 1689 to 1691. The Prosecution claims that tlris evidence proves that, on 13 July 

1995, Bosnian Serb forces executed approximately 15 Bosnian Muslim men on the bank of the 

Jadar River. 169 

86. During his testimony in the Krstic and Popovic et al. cases, KDZ065 testified to having 

been the sole survivor of the execution of 15 Bosnian Muslim men from Srebrenica on the bank of 

the Jadar River on 13 July 1995, and provided evidence as to the events in and around Konjevic 

Polje leading up to the alleged execution, including the description of a number of individuals he 

encountered while being moved around various locations in Konjevic Polje. 170 The three 

adjudicated facts admitted in relation to this scheduled incident are based on, and originated from, 

KDZ065's evidence in the Krstic case. 171 

87. Three Defence witnesses, namely KW558, Mirko Perie, and Nenad Deronjic, testified 

before the Chamber to refute aspects of KDZ065's 92 bis evidence. A detailed description of these 

witnesses' evidence is included in ~e confidential annex appended to this decision.172 For 

purposes of the public part of this decision, it suffices to saythat"all three witnesses directly refuted 

m Motion, paras. 71-72. 
166 Motion, para. 73. 
167 Motion, para. 74. 
168 Deci&ion on Prosecution's Fifth. Motion for Admission of Statements In.Lieu of Viva Voce Testimony Pursuant to 

Rule 92 bia (Srebrenica Witnesses), 21 December 2009, confidential, para. 67(B). 
16~ Motion, para. 69. 
170 See KDZ06S, P336 (Transcript from }'roseculor v. Krstic), T. 3235-3290; P336 (T.ram.cript from Prosecutor v. 

Popovic'), T. 3184-3293. . ·, , 
m See. Prosecution's .Fifth Motion for Admission af dtateme.nts in Lieu af Piva Voce Terumony Pursuant to 

Rule 92 bis (Srebrenica Willlesses), 29 May 2009, paras. 5, 23. 
172 See Confidential Annex, para. S. 
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KDZ065 's evidence, and denied various aspects of the events surrounding the alleged execution at 

the bank of the Jadar River on 13 July 1995, as described by KDZ065. 

88. The Prosecution argues that it could not have reasonably foreseen that Adjudicated Facts 

1689 to 1691 would be challenged by the Accused. 173 Thus, despite the fact that, according to the 

Prosecution, none of the Defence evidence on Scheduled Incident E.1 directly. contradicts these 

adjudicated facts, it now proposes to recall KDZ065 pursuant to Rule 92 ter in order to safeguard 

·---------1· ts-sasi}--fil.-th~ent-the--Chamber---takes-a -eon.trary view, ~h-the...aim.to:---(i}....gi:v:e-KDZ065-th~ ~ 

opportunity to supplement bis 92 bis evidence, (ii) provide the Accused an opportunity to cross

examine KDZ065, and (iii) enable the Chamber to assess KDZ065's credibilityfi.rsthand.174 

89.. The Chruµber again recalls that. as mentioned above, supplementing written evidence that 

has already been admitted under Rule 92 bis by calling the very same witness is neither an 

appropriate use of rebuttal evidence nor germane to whether the rebuttal test has been met 175 

Turning now to the rebuttal test. the Chamber considers first that the challenges brought by the 

Accused with respect to Scheduled Incident E.I and specifically on the circumstances surrowding 

the alleged execution, including the presence of a number of individuals at Konjevic Polje on 

13 July, are significant issues that arise directly out of the evidence presented by the Accused. The 

Chamber also notes that none of the challenges by the Accused, as discussed in the coufi_dential 

annex to this decision, were included in his pre-trial brief However, the number of victims of the 

Srebrenica component of the case has been a core issue throughout the proceedings, and the 

Accused has put the Prosecution on notice from very early on that it would be challenging all 

aspects of the events at Srebrenica, including the conclusions on the identification through DNA 

analysis of Srebrenica victims.176 Furthermore, KW558 and Deronjic both testified in the 

Blagojevic case as early as 2004, and provided evidence which contradicted aspects of KDZ06)'s 

evidence.177 Thus, while the Chamber acknowledges that the Accused's challenges with respect to 

the circumstances surrounding Scheduled Incident E.1 were extensive, they could, by their very 

nature, reasonably have been anticipated by the Prosecution. Accordingly, the Chamber will not 

allow the Prosecution to recall KDZ065 pursuant to Rule 92 /er in order to rebut the challenges 

brought by the Accused 

m Motion, para. 70. 
174 Motl.on, paras. 72-73. 
175 See para. 56 supra. 
176 See inrer al/a Response by Dr. Re.dovan K.aradfic to the Prosecution's Motion Regarding the Proffered Evidence 

of Eight Experts Purwant to Rules 94 bis and 92 bis of 29 May 2009, 4 September 2009, paras. 2-3; Accused's 
opening statement, T. 985-987 (2 March 2010); Order on Sefoction. of Cases for DNA Analysis, 19 March 2010. 

177 See inter alia KW5S8, D37643 (TrBI1Script from Prosecutor v. Blagojevic), T. 6533-6534 (under seal); Nenad 
Deronjic, D3760 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Blagojevlc), T. 8191-8193, 
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90. Given that the Prosecution seeks to tender the evidence of Subasic in rebuttal solely to 

establish that KDZ065 was treated for htjuries on 14 July 1995, and to recount the story of the 

execution at the Jadar River as told to him by KDZ065, 178 the same reasoning used by the Chamber 

not to allow the Prosecution to recall KDZ065 applies in the present case. Accordingly, the 

Chamber will not allow the Prosecution to present the evidence of Mujo Subasic in order to rebut 

the AccUBed 's challenges with respect to Scheduled Incident E.1. 

---------C.--------h-0secution..Requestf-01"-Lea-v-e-to.Repl,-..y---

91. In light of the Chamber's decision not to allow 1he Prosecution to present rebuttal evidence 

on grounds other than. those the Prosecution wishes to address in the proposed reply, the Chamber 

will deny the Request for Leave to Reply. 

IV. Disposition 

92. Accordingly, 1he Chamber, pursuant Rule 85(A)(iii) of the Rules, hereby DENIES the 

Motion and the Request for Leave to Reply. 

Done in English and French, the English text being authoritative. 

Dated this twenty-first day of March 2014 
At The Hague 
The Netherlands 

Judge O-Gon Kwon 
Presiding 

[Seal of the Tribunal] 

m Motion, para. 74. 
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